
Year 7 & 8 

Literacy and Numeracy Evening

5pm- 5:45



❑help you understand how you can help your 

child and support the work we do at school to 

develop literacy and numeracy skills. 

❑Explain our whole-school strategies for 

developing literacy and numeracy

❑Give some practical ideas about how you can 

support your child with improving their literacy 

and numeracy skills.

The main aims of the evening will be to: 
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Literacy at Ark Charter



Why is literacy important?
Literacy is the ability to identify, understand, interpret, create, communicate 
and compute, using printed and written materials associated with varying 
contexts. – Unesco definition of literacy

❑ Students need literacy in order to engage with the written word in 
everyday life.

❑ It’s not just articles, but signs, labels, and the messages on your phone, 
too.

❑ Literacy plays a vital role in transforming students into socially engaged 
citizens. Being able to read and write means being able to keep up with 
current events, communicate effectively, and understand the issues that 
are shaping our world.



Why is literacy important?
Literacy is the ability to identify, understand, interpret, create, communicate 
and compute, using printed and written materials associated with varying 
contexts. – Unesco definition of literacy

❑ There is overwhelming evidence that there is a 
significant relationship between literacy and 
people’s life chances –

❑ A person with low literacy is more likely to have 
reduced work opportunities and even reduced life 
expectancy (Gov.uk Literacy Trust report 2016)





Literacy lesson-
❑ a set group reader
❑ Individual books for independent reading
❑ Opportunities for reflection, focus and practice in summary writing skill.
❑ Opportunities to -DECODE language, reading with FLUENCY and 

showing COMPREHENSION of what they have read.

❑ Smart Talk program
❑ Access to the school library via the in class requests system
❑ Access to digital books via the SLS ebook platform and their app 

(email c.cohen@charteracdemy.org.uk for further details).
❑ Accelerated Reader program

Literacy at Charter
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Literacy lesson-
❑ a set group reader
❑ Individual books for independent reading
❑ Opportunities for reflection, focus and 

practice in summary writing skill.
❑ Opportunities to -DECODE language, reading 

with FLUENCY and showing 
COMPREHENSION of what they have read.
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Go to ‘Library’ under 
curriculum



The links are at the 
bottom of the page



Opportunities for 
students to improve 
literacy skills at home



Literacy starts with reading… 
and never stops!

Great reading means:

❑ DECODING

❑ FLUENCY

❑ COMPREHENSION



Great reading means:

DECODING

Click this link for a chart of the phonics sounds to help students with patterns!



Great reading means:
Being able to read with FLUENCY

To understand information a KS3 reader needs to be 
able to decode and comprehend over 100 words a 
minute of appropriate level language – by Year 11 this is 
120+ words!

Fluency means reading ACCURATELY at an 
appropriate RATE and including EXPRESSION 
within their reading

Fluency is best achieved through practice –
don’t stop because we hit Key Stage 3!



TIPS FOR IMPROVING FLUENCY IN 
READING

✓READ TO/WITH STUDENTS TO MODEL FLUENT READING

Try Stopwatch readings
1. Set a timer for one minute, and have your child read a passage with as few errors 

as possible. 
2. Notice where your child stops or breaks his fluency and work on improving those 

areas. Perhaps there was a word he couldn’t pronounce. Ask them to repeatedly 
pronounce the word after learning the meaning. 

3. Then once again, ask your child to read the passage with the timer set to one 
minute. This time the reading should be faster!

RE-READ!



Literacy starts with reading… 
and never stops!

Great reading means:

Being able to read for COMPREHENSION

Students need to be able to use background 
knowledge, ask questions, make inferences, 
predicting, summarise and visualise a text before 
they fully understand it.



How can I help to develop comprehension skills?

Reading is only the start 
– ask pupils about what they have read,
- ask them to summarise it
- ask them to give an opinion about it

Remember – students can access Accelerated Reader 
through the website for thousands of quizzes on different 
texts.



Research has shown that children’s motivation and achievement improve when their 
parents or carers are involved in their education. 

There are many everyday things you can do to encourage literacy learning:
❑ valuing and encouraging your child’s efforts with literacy 
❑ sharing your knowledge and explaining how you use literacy in your everyday 

life 
❑ encouraging your child to read and view a variety of texts such as newspapers, 

novels, comics, magazines, websites, email, timetables, instructions and recipes 
❑ discussing how texts look different depending on the purpose and audience —

for example, text messaging uses different spelling from school projects
❑ talking about things that you have read or viewed that were amusing, 

interesting or useful 
❑ discussing your favourite authors, producers, directors or illustrators and what 

you like about them

Ways to support your child’s literacy development 



Encourage 
reading and 
discuss texts 
together!

The BIG 
message!
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Supporting your child 
with Numeracy at 

home
Head of Mathematics



How do you feel about Maths?

I quite enjoyed Maths at school, 
and feel quite confident with my 
own level of Maths. When my 
child asks for help, I try my best 
but the methods they are teaching 
these days are so different to 
the ones I used at school!



Maths Myths
“Maths is only important while you’re at school”

“Lots of jobs don’t involve maths”

“Some people have a ‘maths brain’, others don’t”

“You’re either good with words, or good with numbers”

“Being good at Maths means working everything out in your head”

“We’ve got phones now, so we don’t need to be able to do Maths”

“Getting it right first time around is the most important thing”

“If you make a mistake, it must mean you’re bad at Maths”

“The faster you get the answer, the better at Maths you are”



What does the research show?

❑ You are more than twice as likely to face unemployment if you have poor numeracy skills
❑ Poor numeracy is linked to poor health outcomes
❑ Pupils with very low numeracy skills are more likely to face exclusion
❑ 14-year-olds who have poor numeracy skills are more than twice as likely to truant than their peers
❑ Children with poor numeracy are at greater risk of social, emotional and mental health 

(SEMH) difficulties 

Good numeracy is linked to a range of positive health, financial, and wellbeing 
indicators

Sources: ONS, OECD, National Numeracy Strategy

Why is Numeracy so important?
“Good numeracy is the best protection against unemployment, low wages 
and poor health.” – Andreas Schleicher, OECD



What is Numeracy?



Our Mastery Curriculum at KS3
• Numeracy throughout
• Depth before breadth
• Making connections and seeing the bigger picture
• Engaging and fun

Regular Home Learning
• Hegarty Maths – interactive videos, activities and MemRi quizzes
• Written tasks focused on improving numeracy and fluency

Numeracy Ninjas
• Fun skills tests designed to build numeracy
• Designed to build confidence and fluency
• Uses Science of Learning principles such as retrieval and spacing

We believe in the potential for all students can become 
functionally numerate, confident and fluent with mental and 
written calculations, and to develop the problem solving skills 
needed to be successful at KS4 and beyond.

How do we develop numeracy at Ark Charter?



Supporting Numeracy at Home
You have the power to motivate (or demotivate) your child in their learning of 

Maths

What you say and the support you can offer makes a big difference! 

Let your child that it is ok and normal to feel frustrated at times when learning 
Maths – it’s all part of the experience, and makes those light bulb moments even 

more special! 



You have the power to motivate (or demotivate) your child in their learning of 
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Supporting Numeracy at Home



Changing the way we speak about Maths
“I found Maths hard too, loads of people do. But 
keep working at it and you will find it gets easier. 
Keep practicing and don’t give up” 

“It can sometimes feel like your just no good at 
Maths, but with time and practice you will get 
there!”

“I’m so proud of the effort you’ve shown! You’re 
really improving and it’s great to see!”

“It’s good that you’ve found a gap in your 
learning. Let’s work tackle it together”



Point out the Maths in the Everyday

Children need to know Maths is relevant and valued

❑ Get your child to read the bus or train timetable when travelling

❑ Encourage your child to explain how they are completing a set task

❑ Compare “Best Buys” or estimate the total for the weekly shopping

❑ Discuss household finances such as bills, budgets etc.

❑ Play games which help embed numerical skills with your child e.g. 
remainder to 10, 100, 1000. Games where scores have to be calculated such 
as Scrabble are a good example

❑ Scaling up recipes and working with measures

❑ Estimating and accurately measuring lengths, areas, mass, capacity 
when shopping or helping with DIY

❑ Practice multiplication tables and mental arithmetic – 7s, 8s, and 9s 
are usually the weakest



https://hegartymaths.com/

https://www.mangahigh.com/en-gb/games

Useful Links and Resources

https://www.nnchallenge.org.uk/ncweek

https://www.nationalnumeracy.org.uk/sites/def
ault/files/boosting_your_own_number_confide
nce_for_adults.pdf

https://hegartymaths.com/
https://www.mangahigh.com/en-gb/games
https://www.nnchallenge.org.uk/ncweek
https://www.nationalnumeracy.org.uk/sites/default/files/boosting_your_own_number_confidence_for_adults.pdf
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Thank you for 
coming ☺


